
Aurenda Mining Industry Capability

Introduction
Since 2002 Aurenda have been reducing injury costs in the workplace across Mining industry. 
Aurenda specialises in safety, injury prevention, injury management and training services.

How we work
Aurenda specialises in understanding a client’s business from the inside out. We act as an advocate, 
protecting the employer’s interests and mitigating their financial exposures. We provide a one stop 
solution for managing risk and injury in the workplace, whilst reducing the financial and human cost 
for employers.

Aurenda’s proactive approach, managing each and every injury from the time it occurs to return to 
work and closure, shortens recovery timeframes and reduces costs.

Results
Aurenda’s results speak for themselves. In the first year working with a Mining company we reduce 
real claims costs by at least 40% and have an excellent track record continuing to reduce costs year 
on year with many of our clients receiving a reduction in real claims costs of 80% by the 5th year of 
our partnership. These results lead to our clients considering our services to be a profit centre, 
rather than an additional expense

• Iron Ore Principal 

• 500+ Employees

• Remote locations and 
difficulties with regional 
medical providers

• Aurenda immediately 
reduced incurred clams’ 
costs by 37% by 
implementing best practice 
injury management and 
access to our extensive 
preferred provider network

97% reduction
in claims costs
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The Byrnecut group have had a long and successful business relationship with Aurenda going

back to 2004 

Aurenda have a proven ability to source the best medical interventions for our injured workers from 
the initial reviews through to specialised treatment and provision of rehabilitation.  They are in regular 
contact with the injured worker and the medical providers and deliver critical updates and information 
to our sites and corporate management.  With information provided by our sites and in consultation 
with treating doctors,  Aurenda are able to develop robust return to work programs that meet 
legislative requirements and assist with returning the injured workers back to pre-injuries duties.  

With over 2000 employees across multiple sites  and jurisdictions, Aurenda have a thorough 
understanding of the applicable legislation.   This knowledge assists to develop strategies for improved 
return to work outcomes for our injured workers and plays a critical role in dealing with insurers and 
governing bodies through their hands on approach during files reviews, providing  a strong voice when 
assisting to manage difficult claims.  

The designated Byrnecut consultants maintain good working relationships with site and corporate 
management.  It is a credit to those consultants who have worked hard to develop an understanding 
of underground mining including scheduled site visits.  

We look forward to our continued alliance with Aurenda, ensuring quality workers compensation and 
injury management outcomes.

Peter Hallman,
Byrnecut Mining 

Testimonial

• Underground mining contractor

• 3000+ employees

• Multiple sites across Australia

• Aurenda have reduced Premium Rate from 
63% above industry average to 29% below

65% decrease
in premium rate

Workers' Compensation Industry Rate vs Premium Rate
South Australia - Underground Mining
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